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the traditionally “loose” Glock pistol, without the
malfunctions common to a tight custom pistol. A
RaceFrame’s locking block is just a smidgen taller
than its Glock counter part. With a stock Glock
slide/barrel assembly, the RaceFrame locking block
can yield smaller shot groups; with an aftermarket
barrel – on which slightly oversized lugs are common – it can cause malfunctions and frame or barrel
lug damage if the barrel is not properly fitted by a
qualified gunsmith.
When we move beyond pure marksmanship,
advancing into shooting on the move or in low-light
conditions, the way a pistol points contributes much
to accurate hits. The RaceFrame’s interchangeable
backstrap let me match the size of the gun to the
hand size and shape. For me, the smaller insert –
what CCF calls the 1911 grip – improved both pointing characteristics and trigger reach. Larger hands
may find the increased trigger reach and Glockish
grip angle preferable.
RaceFrames fit any Glock 17, 22, 24, 31, 34, 35
and 37, plus the “C” and “L” variants of these models. CCF RaceFrames recommends using the stainless
frame exclusively with calibers .357 SIG or .45 GAP,
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since the aluminum version hasn’t been torture tested
for endurance with these less-common calibers.
Within the competitive shooting world alone, the
interest in this new product is burgeoning. The aluminum RaceFrame is allowed in Enhanced Service
Pistol category for IDPA matches, though the stainless version is half an ounce overweight for this class.
Careful trimming in specific areas can bring the
weight down to meet ESP guidelines, but Larry
Gaglio of CCF RaceFrames warns owners to consult a
qualified gunsmith before undertaking any modification of the frame. USPSA allows RaceFrames in
Open, Limited and Limited 10 divisions, with
changes pending because Robar plans to incorporate
RaceFrames into complete custom pistols marketed
to competitors and law enforcement.
RaceFrames adapt the already popular Glock pistol to serve the varied needs of shooters even better.
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